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How animals polarize and establish the main axis during embryogenesis has been one
of the most attractive questions in Biology. Increasing body of work in various model
organisms implicates that most metazoans utilize the canonical Wnt signaling pathway to
pattern the anterior-posterior (AP) axis, despite the limited evidence from arthropods. In
Drosophila, a highly derived insect, canonical Wnt activity is not required for global AP
patterning, but in typical insects including Tribolium castaneum, loss of canonical Wnt
activity results in posterior truncation. To determine the effects of increased canonical Wnt
levels, I analyzed the function of axin, encoding a highly conserved negative regulator of the
pathway. Tc-axin transcripts are maternally localized to the anterior pole in freshly laid
eggs. Parental RNAi for Tc-axin produced progeny phenotypes that ranged from mildly
affected embryos with cuticles displaying a graded loss of anterior structures, to severely
affected embryos lacking cuticles and condensing to the posterior pole of the egg without any
definable structures. Altered expression patterns of several blastodermal markers indicated
anterior expansion of posterior fates. Epistasis analysis of other canonical Wnt pathway
components and the expansion of Tc-caudal expression, a Wnt target, suggest that the
effects of Tc-axin depletion are mediated through this pathway and that canonical Wnt
activity must be repressed for proper anterior development in Tribolium. These studies
provide unique evidence that canonical Wnt activity must be carefully regulated along the
AP axis in an arthropod, and support an ancestral role for Wnt signaling in defining AP
polarity and patterning in metazoan development.
Additionally, as an anterior structure, the extraembryonic serosa is reduced in Tc-axin
RNAi progeny. However, in Tc-pangolin (Tc-pan, a homolog of Wnt downstream com-
ponent) RNAi progeny, an interesting phenotype was produced that serosa was not only
reduced but also separated into distinct anterior and dorsal domains. I carefully recorded
this phenomenon with live imaging using a Tribolium transgenic line that expresses GFP
in each nucleus. Through careful examination with embryonic fate-map markers, I found
that the tissue between separated serosa domains is dorsally extended head lobe. And I
also found that in severe phenotype, dorsal serosa was completely gone while anterior serosa
not, suggesting independent regulation mechanisms for anterior and dorsal serosa formation.
This descriptive data will complement future study in the genetic mechanism underlying
serosa formation by providing more details in morphogenesis.
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1.1 The canonical Wnt signaling pathway
The canonical Wnt signaling pathway is a fundamental regulator that can be found in all
extant taxa of metazoans [1] and plays essential roles in various developmental processes. Re-
cent comparative analyses suggest that canonical Wnt signal is an ancient anterior-posterior
(AP) axis patterning mechanism in most metazoans [2–5].
As one of the three characterized Wnt signaling pathways, the canonical Wnt pathway is
the only one that involves a transcription factor named β-catenin. As shown in Fig. 1.1, when
Wnt signal is off, β-catenin is degraded in the cytosol by a destruction complex composed
of Axin, GSK3β/Shaggy and APC. Without β-catenin, downstream target genes are not
transcribed in the nucleus. When Wnt signal is on, the Wnt ligand binds to the receptor
and initiates the degradation of the destruction complex. This allows rescued β-catenin
to accumulate and translocate to the nucleus and subsequently activate downstream target
genes alongside other transcription factors including TCF/LEF/Pan and BCL9/Lgs.
1
Figure 1.1: The canonical Wnt signaling pathway. (A) Wnt signal is off, β-catenin is
degraded in the cytosol by the destruction complex composed of Axin, GSK3β/Shaggy and
APC. Without β-catenin, downstream target genes are not transcribed in the nucleus. (B)
Wnt signal is on, the Wnt ligand binds to the receptor and initiates the degradation of
the destruction complex. This allows rescued β-catenin to accumulate and transfer to the
nucleus and subsequently activate target genes alongside other transcription factors including
TCF/LEF/Pan and BCL9/Lgs.
1.2 Anterior-posterior (AP) axis patterning
How animals break the symmetry and establish the anterior-posterior(AP) polarity during
early embryogenesis is one of the most fascinating mysteries in nature. Molecular meth-
ods and resources, including RNA interference (RNAi), genome sequencing, and expression
profiling, allow the search for mechanisms underlying axis patterning in an unprecedented
range of representatives of many phyla across the animal kingdom. This enables a com-
parative approach that could allow the identification of common principles underlying axis
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formation. Observations in most metazoans reveal the effects of the canonical Wnt signal
on establishment of the AP axis polarity [2].
In the following, I will briefly review comparative studies in varisou model organisms
from Deuterostomia, Ecodysozoans and Lophotrochozoa, all of which compose most of the
Bilateria (Fig. 1.2).
Figure 1.2: Phylogenetic tree for Bilateria
1.3 The canonical Wnt pathway and AP axis pattern-
ing in Deuterostomia
In vertebrates, canonical Wnt activity has an early role in establishing the AP axis [6]. In
both mouse and zebrafish, active Wnt signal in posterior and Wnt repression in anterior
are essentail for proper development. In other vertebrates, including frog and chicken [7],
several Wnt ligands are expressed in the posterior growth zone suggesting that most likely
this mechanism is utilized for axis patterning by all vertebrates.
3
Figure 1.3: Posterior Wnt signal and anterior Wnt repression in the Deuterostomia. Nu-
clear β-catenin proteins (blue) and Wnt gene expression domains (green) tend to be pos-
teriorly localized, while Wnt inhibitor gene expression domains (red) tend to be anteriorly
localized. (a) Mouse early gastrulation stage. β-catenin proteins (blue triangle) and Wnt3
expression domain are at the prospective primitive streak, whereas Dkk1, a Wnt inhibitor, is
expressed in the anterior visceral endoderm [8–10]. (b) Zebrafish tailbud stage. Wnt8 and
Wnt3a expression domains are restricted at the posterior pole and sFRP3/frzb, a Wnt in-
hibitor, is anteriorly expressed [11–14]. (c) Amphioxus late gastrula stage: Wnt3a and Wnt8
expression domains are at posterior region, while Dkk3, Dkk1/2/4,sFRP3/4 and sFRP2-like
expression domains are at anterior region [15]. This figure is modified from Ref.[2]
Mouse
During early gastrulation stage, the Wnt inhibitor Dkk1 is localized at the anterior visceral
endoderm [8]. Contrarily, expression domains for Wnt3 and TCF-responsive promoter,
together with abundanct β-catenin proteins, are detected at the site of primitive streak
formation in the posterior region of the embryo [9, 10]. Knockout of Wnt3 and β-catenin
produced severely truncated embryos which formed only the head and anterior trunk [9, 16,
17]. Wnt inhibitor Dkk1 knockout mice lost anterior structures [18]. Further experiments
indicated that ectopic Wnt activity caused anterior loss and expansion or bifurcations of
the primitive streak, producing partial axial structure duplications [19–22].
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Zebrafish
In zebrafish, Wnts including Wnt8 and Wnt3a are posteriorly expressed in early gastrula,
tailbud, and somite stages and a Wnt inhibitor sFRP3/frzb is expressed in the anterior
neurectoderm from the tailbud stage [7, 12–14]. Ectopic Wnt activity in the zebrafish
headless mutant lacking Tcf3 function, resulted in anterior loss — an absence of eyes, fore-
brain, and midbrain [23]. Contrarily, deletion of Wnt genes after morpholinos treatment
caused posterior defects, including head enlargement, failure to form posterior mesoderm
and maintain the growing tail bud [7, 12, 13, 24, 25].
Amphioxus
Cephalochordates (amphioxus) are basal chordates. The study of AP patterning in am-
phioxus can help determine whether the axial roles of canonical Wnt signal as seen in
vertebrates, are the result of conservation from the common ancestor or are independently
derived. In this species, the blastopore, locating at the vegetal pole, represents the prospec-
tive posterior end of the embryo. Expression domains for several Wnts and nuclear β-catenin
proteins are localized posteriorly around the blastopore (Fig. 1.3 c) [15, 26]. In contrast, Wnt
antagonists expression domains are found at the anterior pole [15]. Ectopic Wnt activity
after lithium chloride treatment in amphioxus resulted in anterior loss and posteriorization
[26, 27].
1.4 The canonical Wnt pathway and AP axis pattern-
ing in Ecdysozoans
Nematodes
Different from many other organisms, development in the nematode Caenorhabditis ele-
gans (C.elegans) happens via highly reproducible cell lineages rather than establishment
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of tissue domains. Despite of this feature during embryogenesis, posteriorly expressed Wnt
genes control the AP polarity throughout C. elegans embryonic development. During most
embryonic AP asymmetric cell divisions, two β-catenins, WRM-1 and SYS-1, are localized
in the posterior daughter cell [28–30] (Fig. 1.4 a). Loss of Wnt signal made the cell with
prospective posterior fate adopt anterior fate [31, 32]. Contrarily, loss of function of the
pop-1/Tcf repressor caused the anterior cell to adopt the posterior fate [33].
Arthropods
Embryonic axis formation is one of the most well studied phenomena in Drosophila melanogaster,
where canonical Wnt signal is not required for the global AP formation. However, the long
germ mode of embryogenesis employed in Drosophila, where axis establishment occurs in a
syncytial environment, is highly derived and not typical of most arthropods [34]. In this
case, in order to search for general mechanisms for typical arthropods, people transfered
attention to short germ-band embryogenesis which is the ancestral mode within the arthro-
pod phylum. In short germ mode, the embryonic anlage is much small compared to the
egg, only the anterior segments including head and thorax are formed before gastrulation
stage, and the posterior segments are added sequentially in a cellular environment from a
posterior region named the growth zone.
Recent studies provide exciting conclusion that active canonical Wnt, like in vertebrates,
is required for posterior development in arthropods. Tribolium Wnt genes (WntA, Wnt1,
and Wnt8) are expressed at the posterior pole in the early blastoderm stage [35] (Fig. 1.4).
In addition, Wnt genes are expressed in the posterior growth zone in Gryllus [36], Tri-
bolium [35], and Achaearanea [37] (Fig. 1.4). Knockdown of β-catenin in Gryllus, Wnt8
in Tribolium, or Wnt8 in Achaearanea, resulted in posterior truncation [36–38]. Therefore,
canonical Wnt signal can control posterior patterning in arthropods. However before my
study, described in Chapter 2, there was no evidence from any arthropod about requirement
of Wnt repression for anterior development.
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Figure 1.4: Posterior Wnt signal in the Ecdysozoans. (a) C. elegan cleavage stage. WRM-
1/-catenin and SYS- 1/-catenin are asymmetrically localized in the posterior daughter of
each axial cell division [28–32]. (b) Achaearanea germband stage. At-Wnt8 expression
domain is at the posterior region of the germband, in the ectoderm of the growth zone. (c)
Tribolium blastoderm stage. WntA, Wnt1, and Wnt8 are posteriorly expressed [35]. This
figure is modified from Ref.[2]
1.5 The canonical Wnt pathway and AP axis pattern-
ing in Lophotrochozoa
Platyhelminthes
As member of the Lophotrochozoa, planarians are freshwater flatworms and are famous for
their ability to regenerate a head or a tail or both after transection [39]. Three planarian
Wnts are posteriorly expressed, whereas a Wnt inhibitor-like gene is expressed at the an-
terior pole [40] (Fig. 1.5 a). Depletion of β-catenin transcripts with RNAi in the planarian
Schmidtea mediterranea produced a two-head phenotype after regeneration, suggesting that
planarian canonical Wnt signal is required for tail formation at posterior-facing wounds
[41–43]. Contrarily, ectopic Wnt activity after APC-like gene RNAi produced a two-tail
phenotype after regeneration [41], suggesting that Wnt signal has to be repressed for proper
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head formation at anterior-facing wounds. Together, data above suggests posterior Wnt
signal and anterior Wnt repression are required for proper establishment of AP polarity
during planarian regeneration.
Annelids
Similar to the case in C.elegans, canonical Wnt signal is also required for the axial asymmet-
ric cell divisions in the annelid Platynereis dumerilii. β-catenin is asymmetrically localized
in the vegetal daughter cell of each early division [44] (Fig. 1.5 b). Overactivation of β-
catenin made animal daughter cells adopt vegetal fates after axial cell divisions, indicating
that canonical Wnt activity promotes vegetal fates during axial asymmetric cell divisions.
Considering the animal pole is aligned with head formation and head-like cells are formed in
the animal pole of Platynereis larvae [44], the role of the canonical Wnt activity in animal-
vegetal cell division polarity might be similar to its role in anterior-posterior cell division
polarity in C.elegans.
Figure 1.5: Posterior Wnt signal and anterior Wnt repression in Lophotrochozoa. (a) In
planarian, Smed-wntP-1, Smed-wntP-2, Smed-wnt11-1 are expressed at the posterior pole,
Smed-wnt2-1 is expressed in the pre-pharyngeal region, whereas Smed-sFRP-1 is restricted
at anterior pole [43]. (b) Platynereis dumerilii cleavage stage. β-catenin is localized to the
vegetal cell during each axial division [44]. This figure is modified from Ref.[2]
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1.6 Tribolium castaneum as a model organism
The red flour beetle, Tribolium castaneum, has been selected as a model organism for several
reasons. Compared with Drosophila, a highly derived long-germ insect in which all segments
are formed simultaneously
1.7 Asymmetric distribution of Tc-axin transcripts in
early stages of Tribolium embryogenesis
As described in the subsection 1.4, posterior Wnt activity is required for Tribolium pos-
terior formation. However, limited evidence was found either in Tribolium or any other
arthropod that anterior Wnt repression is required for anterior formation, like the case in
Deuterostomia.
In situ hybridization revealed Tc-axin transcripts initially localized at the anterior pole
of freshly laid eggs containing only the pronuclei [45] (Fig. 1.6 A and A′). During cleavage
stages the Tc-axin expression domain extended more posteriorly [45] (Fig. 1.6 B, B′, C
and C′). At the differentiated blastoderm stage, Tc-axin was expressed ubiquitously, at
somewhat higher levels in the embryo (posterior) than in the serosa (anterior) [45] (Fig. 1.6
D and D′). This anterior localization of negative Wnt regulator is strongly reminiscent of
the expression patterns of dkk in mouse and axin in zebrafish. One exciting hypothesis that
anterior Wnt repression might be required for Tribolium anterior patterning initiates my
study in Chapter 2.
1.8 Thesis outline
In my thesis, there are four chapters and one appendix in total. Chapter 1, as above,
provides a brief review about AP patterning role of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway
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Figure 1.6: Expression of Tc-axin in
wildtype embryos. Embryos are oriented
with anterior to the left. For the same
embryos, both brightfield images (A-D)
and DAPI (stained nuclei) staining im-
ages (A′-D′) are provided. Maternal Tc-
axin transcripts were localized at the an-
terior pole in freshly laid eggs (A and
A′). During cleavage and early blasto-
derm stages, the expression domain ex-
panded posteriorly (B, B′, C and C′) until
Tc-axin was expressed ubiquitously in the
embryo in subsequent stages (D and D′).
This figure is cited from Ref. [45]
in various animal models. Chapter 2 talks about Tc-axin RNAi in Tribolium. Anterior
loss phenotype, together with anterior expansion of posterior fate, is the first evidence in
arthropod that canonical Wnt signal has to be repressed for proper anterior formation.
Chapter 3 continues the analysis of anterior loss phenotype after Wnt component RNAi by
focusing on serosa tissue. Using live imaging technique, some descriptive data comparing
the early serosa formation in wildtype and Tc-pangolin RNAi mutant will be provided. This
morphogenesis information will complement future study on genetic mechanisms underlying
the serosa formation. Chapter 4 is a brief summary. Finally in the Appendix A, I will show
a survey for the contribution of PCP and JNK pathways in Tribolium embryogenesis.
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Chapter 2
Asymmetrically expressed Tc-axin is
required for anterior development in
Tribolium
2.1 Introduction
There is a huge diversity among Bilateria. They have different features, different morpholo-
gies and different habitats. However, almost all of them have to solve one essential problem
during their early embryogenesis — The fertilized egg needs to establish two primary axes,
anterior-posterior (AP) axis and dorsal-ventral (DV) axis. In the case of AP axis, for proper
anterior patterning, some factor or factors should be localized in the anterior pole of the
embryo.
In mouse, which is a model organism of the vertebrates, a secreted antagonist named
Dkk is restricted at the anterior pole in early embryogenesis [46]. Dkk is a negative regulator
of the canonical Wnt signaling pathway in mouse. The anterior localization of Dkk represses
anterior Wnt signal. Once this repression is removed in the Dkk knockout mouse, head was
lost in progeny. The requirement of repression in canonical Wnt activity for proper anterior
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development is also confirmed by the study in zebrafish in which mutation in Axin, a negative
regulator of the pathway, led to reduced head and eyes [47]. However, in Drosophila, an
invertebrate model organism, the canonical Wnt signaling pathway is not involved in the
global AP axis development [48]. Ectopic activation of Wnt targets by loss of axin function
resulted in segmental defects [49] but did not result in posteriorization or loss of anterior fate.
Instead, a maternal transcription factor named Bicoid forms a gradient, high in anterior and
low in posterior. Different concentrations of Bicoid activate different groups of target genes,
called gap genes which would further activate various downstream targets genes, specifying
body segments with different identities along the AP axis [50, 51]. Manipulations of Bicoid
levels affected anterior fate in progeny, with lower level causing either anteriorly shift or as
severe as anterior loss, and with higher level causing posteriorly expansion in which head
tissue became abnormally large [50, 51].
However, as a long-germ insect, Drosophila is highly derived and turns out not a typical
insect. In Tribolium and other short-germ arthropods, where segments are added sequen-
tially during embryogenesis, posterior Wnt activities are required for posterior patterning
including germband elongation and formation of abdominal segments [37, 38, 52]. Segments
that form in the Tribolium blastoderm develop normally, indicating canonical Wnt activity
is not necessary for anterior formation. However, it is not clear whether canonical Wnt sig-
nal is simply not relevant to anterior patterning, or has to be carefully regulated. Previous
colleagues in the Brown lab studied Tribolium by searching for maternal factors localizing at
the anterior pole during early embryogenesis. Interestingly, Tc-axin is one of them that were
found [45] (Fig. 1.6). The molecular functions of the canonical Wnt pathway components
are highly conserved between Tribolium and vertebrates [53]. Is it possible that arthropods
regulate the anterior patterning by repressing the canonical Wnt signaling, just like the
case in vertebrates? To test this question, I repressed the function of Tc-axin with RNAi
technique in Tribolium. I will show that Tc-axin RNAi caused anterior loss in progeny and
shifted the blastoderm fate map anteriorly. This study, for the first time, demonstrates that
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in arthropods, the canonical Wnt signaling pathway is required to be repressed for proper
anterior development. The function of canonical Wnt signal in AP axis is highly conserved
among vertebrates and arthropods.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Strain and Maintenance
Tribolium castaneum GA-1 strain was used for gene expression and functional analysis. The
beetles were cultured at 30 ◦C in whole-wheat flour supplemented with 5 % dried yeast.
2.2.2 Gene cloning
Tribolium total RNA was extracted from GA-1 pupae with the RNeasy Protect Mini Kit
(Qiagen, Valencia, CA, USA). cDNA was synthesized with the SuperScript III kit (In-
vitrogen, Carlsbad, CA, USA). Tribolium homologs of the proteins were identified us-
ing reciprocal BLAST analysis of Drosophila homologs. Primers were designed with the
Primer3Plus (http://www.bioinformatics.nl/cgi-bin/primer3plus/primer3plus.cgi/). PCR
amplified fragments were cloned into pCR4-TOPO with the TOPO TA Cloning Kit (Invit-
rogen).
2.2.3 Primers used to clone fragments of Tribolium genes
Tc-axin specific primers designed previously (forward: TCGCCCGTAATAAAGTAAACA;
reverse: TCTTTGAACTGGCGTAGGGTAA) were used to amplify an approximately 1
kb fragment, which was cloned into TOPO (Invitrogen). A 588 bp fragment of Tc-legless
was amplified from cDNA (forward primer: GTAAATAGCAGTAACACCGAACC; reverse:
AGGACTCGGAGTAGGAAATAAGT) and cloned into TOPO. A 531 bp fragment of Tc-
basket was amplified from cDNA (forward primer: GTGATGGAATTAATGGACGCG; re-
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verse: GTCGGAGGGAAACAGCACAT) and cloned into TOPO. A 3.6 kb Tc-shaggy cDNA
identified previously was subcloned into pCMV Sport4 (Invitrogen). All clones were se-
quenced to confirm their identity (Tc-axin = NCBI LOC655873 and HE608844, Beetlebase
TC006314; Tc-shaggy = NCBI LOC664299, Beetlebase TC08141; Tc-basket= NCBI LCO
663836, Beetlebase TC006810). T7-tagged TOPO primer sequence [54] was used to am-
plify Tc-axin and Tc-basket templates for dsRNA production. For Tc-shaggy, T7-tagged
primers (forward: TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGATTTGCAATGAGC; reverse TAAT-
ACGACTCACTATAGGGAGACGTTCGGTTCG) were used to amplify a 650 bp tem-
plate for dsRNA production. For Tc-pan, T7-tagged primer sequences (forward: TAAT-
ACGACTCACTATAGGGAGATGCGAGCG; reverse: TAATACGACTCACTATAGGGA-
GATGGACTGG) were used to amplify a 550 bp template for dsRNA from a previously
identified cDNA clone [55]. Tc-arrow dsRNA was produced as previously described [52].
2.2.4 RNA interference (RNAi) and in situ Hybridization
dsRNA was synthesized with the T7 megascript kit (Ambion) and purified with the Mega-
clear kit (Ambion). dsRNA was mixed with injection buffer (5 mM KCl, 0.1 mM KPO4,
pH 6.8) before injection. Adult females were injected and embryos were analyzed as previ-
ously described [56] with some modification. Since the eggs layed by the injected females
during the next 3 to 4 days following injection are very possibly the fertilized eggs with
impermeable membrane to dsRNA during the process of injection, to guarantee all collected
eggs are the ones that successfully took up dsRNA, we let the injected females rest in whole
wheat flour for 4 days at 30 ◦C before egg collection treatment. Eggs were collected ev-
ery day, either fixed immediately for in situ hybridization or allowed to develop at 30 ◦C
for four days before cuticle preparation. Off-target effects were excluded by injections of
two nonoverlapping dsRNA fragments (base pairs 448 - 1091 and 1,168 - 1,617 of Tc-axin
cds, respectively), which elicited the same phenotype as the injection of the long dsRNA
fragments; In situ hybridization was performed as previously described [57].
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2.2.5 Microscopy and Imaging
Cuticles and stained embryos were viewed with a Nikon Digital Camera DXM 1200F cam-
era on an Olympus BX50 microscope and photographed using Nikon ACT-1 Version 2.62
software. Embryos were optically sectioned and images were assembled using MONTAGE
software. Brightness and contrast were adjusted using Adobe Photoshop CS2 software.
2.3 Results
2.3.1 Tc-axin RNAi caused anterior loss in progeny
Progeny of the injected adult females with Tc-axin dsRNA (50 ng/µL) failed to hatch and
showed a wide range of phenotypes. Eggs collected during 4-13 days post injection (dpi)
did not contain any cuticles (Fig. 2.2 A), grouped as empty eggs. After DAPI (stained
nuclei in the embryo) staining in those progeny during 24-36 hours old, at which age in
wildype the embryo should be well developed with all segments formed (Fig. 2.5 A4), highly
condensed embryo without any definable structures was found in the posterior pole (Fig. 2.5
A3 and A4). This suggests the loss of function essential to early embryogenesis. RNAi effects
began to wear off with dpi increased [56]. At 13-14 dpi, though most progeny were empty
eggs, some embryos secreting cuticles were recovered. Careful examination after dissection
revealed that they contained varying numbers of abdominal segments, but no head or thorax
(Fig. 2.1 D and E). Later at 24-25 dpi, a wider range of phenotypes were observed in addition
to empty eggs and those with partial abdomen only, others contained intact abdomen and
partial thorax, or intact abdomen thorax and partial head structures (Fig. 2.1 B and C).
When the concentration of injected dsRNA was decreased to 10 ng/µL, the RNAi effects
wore off more quickly (Fig. 2.2 B-D). Only empty eggs were observed during 4-9 dpi, but
cuticles displaying the same range of phenotypes described above were recovered thereafter.
Close inspection of body segments, including abdomen thorax and head, revealed a graded
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sensitivity to RNAi in which the most anterior structures were most often lost (Fig. 2.1 D).
Thus, the severity of the response to Tc-axin RNAi was both dose-dependent and graded
along the AP axis.
Figure 2.1: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 2.1: (Previous page.) Comparison of wildtype and RNAi (the Wnt components)
cuticles. Embryos are oriented with anterior to the left. Except the embryos in H, J, R,
S and T which are ventral view, the rest are all lateral view. After RNAi, all collected
eggs failed to hatch and produced either no cuticule (empty eggs) or cuticular phenotypes
as shown above. (A) Wildtype larvae contain head, thorax with three pairs of legs, and
abdomen. (BE) After Tc-axin RNAi, a graded loss of anterior structures was observed in
cuticles. (B) Weak phenotype with reduced anterior head structures. (C) Intermediate phe-
notype losing head and anterior thorax. (D) Stronger phenotype missing head, thorax, and
anterior abdomen. (E) Severe cuticular phenotype in which only gut (arrow) and posterior
terminus formed. (F-G) Tc-arrow RNAi produced embryos losing distal appendages in both
head and thorax, with tiny and undefinable head structures and varying loss of posterior
abdomen. (F) Mild phenotype missing several posterior abdominal segments. (G) Severe
phenotype without whole abdomen. (H-J) After Tc-lgs RNAi, lack of distal appendages in
both head and thorax, and severe truncation in abdomen were observed. (H) Mild phenotype
with posterior abdomen truncation. (I) Intermediate phenotype with loss of whole abdomen.
(J) Severe phenotype not only lacking whole abdomen but also forming undefinable thorax
structures. (K-M) Tc-pan RNAi resulted in embryos lacking distal appendages, with small
though intact head structures, and varying severities of posterior truncation. (K) Weak
phenotype in lack of several posterior abdominal segments. (L) Intermediate pheontype with
fewer abdominal segments. (M) Fully truncated embryo losing whole abdomen. (N-Q) Tc-
axin, Tc-arrow double RNAi. A range of phenotypes, (N) Weak, (O) Intermediate, (P)
Stronger and (Q) Severe, similar to Tc-axin single RNAi, indicates that Tc-axin functions
epistatic to, or downstream of, Tc-arrow function. (R-T) Tc-axin, Tc-lgs double RNAi. A
range of phenotypes, (R) Mild, (S) Intermediate and (T) Severe, similar to Tc-lgs single
RNAi, suggests that Tc-lgs functions epistatic to, or downstream of, Tc-axin function. (U-
W) Tc-axin, Tc-pan double RNAi. A range of phenotypes, (U) weak, (V) intermediate, and
(W) strong, similar to Tc-pan single RNAi indicates that Tc-pan functions epistatic to, or
downstream of, Tc-axin function.
2.3.2 Tc-axin RNAi shifted blastoderm fate map anteriorly
To check how fate-map changed after Tc-axin RNAi during early embryogenesis in more
details, I analyzed the expression patterns of early developmental markers including the
anterior marker Tc-zerknullt1 (Tc-zen1 ), which is expressed exclusively in serosa tissue and
the posterior markers Tc-caudal (Tc-cad) and Tc-even-skipped (Tc-eve) in Tc-axin RNAi
embryos at blastoderm stage. In wildtype, Tc-zen1 is expressed as a dorsally titled cap
in the large, widely spaced cells of the serosa (Fig. 2.3 A and A′) (see also Ref. [58]). In
Tc-axin RNAi embryos, Tc-zen1 expression was restricted to the anterior tip in the few
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remaining serosal cells (Fig. 2.3 D and D′; compare black and red arrows in Fig. 2.3 A and
D). Tc-cad is expressed in the posterior half of wildtype embryos (Fig. 2.3 B and B′) (see
also Ref. [59]). In Tc-axin RNAi embryos, the Tc-cad expression domain was anteriorly
expanded, and the anterior embryonic tissue free of Tc-cad expression, which is normally
fated to develop into anterior head, was strongly reduced (Fig. 2.3 E and E; compare white
bars in Fig. 2.3 B′ and E′). In wildtype, Tc-eve is expressed in the posterior half of the
Figure 2.2: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 2.2: (Previous page.) Tc-axin RNAi quantitation. The RNAi effects wore off with
time after parental dsRNA injection. Each column in the graph represents one collection of
progeny in a range of days post injection (dpi). Total number of progeny in each collection
is indicated at the top of each graph. Percentage of progeny in each class, which is indicated
with specific color, is shown on the Y axis, and dpi on the X axis. (A) RNAi quantitation
with Tc-axin dsRNA concentration at 50 ng/µL. The first three egg collections after injec-
tion resulted in empty eggs indicating severe phenotypes that did not produce cuticle, while
the portion containing cuticles rose in subsequent collections. With dpi increased, more an-
terior structures survived. (B) RNAi quantitation with Tc-axin dsRNA concentration at 10
ng/µL. The first two egg collections after injection resulted in empty eggs indicating severe
phenotypes that did not produce cuticle. In later dpi range, portion containing cuticles rose,
similar to the case with dsRNA concentration at 50 ng/µL, though relatively milder. (C) Of
those embryos showing cuticle structures, the severity of anterior loss decreased with time
as judged by the presence of the main tagma (The main tagma from anterior to posterior
are headthoraxabdomen). (D) In the weakest phenotypes, head was present but anterior
segments were more sensitive than more posterior ones to Tc-axin RNAi (Head segments
from anterior to posterior are LabrumAntennae MandiblesMaxillaeLabium). The following
abbreviations were used: empty = empty eggs in cuticle preps; abd = cuticles containing
varying numbers of abdominal segments only, see Fig. 2.1 D and E; abd+thx = cuticles
containing intact abdomen and varying numbers of thoracic segments only, see Fig. 2.1 C;
abd+thx+head = cuticles containing intact abdomen and intact thorax and some head seg-
ments, see Fig. 2.1 B; Lr = Labrum; Ant = Antennae; Md = Mandibles; Mx = Maxillae;
Lb = Labium.
embryos with the anterior edge of the first Tc-eve stripe in the center of the egg (Fig. 2.3 C
and C′) (see also Ref. [60]). In Tc-axin RNAi embryos, the Tc-eve expression domain was
shifted anteriorly (compare white arrowheads in Fig. 2.3 C and F). The anterior expansion
of the expression domains for the posterior markers after Tc-axin RNAi is pretty consistent
in all RNAi embryos throughout the early embryogenesis (quantified in Fig. 2.4). Anterior
restriction of the Tc-zen1 expression domain and anterior shifts in the expression domains
of Tc-cad and Tc-eve, accompanied by the reduction of presumptive head region, indicate
that in absence of Tc-axin function, posterior fate shifted at the expense of anterior fate.
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Figure 2.3: Expression of Tc-zen, Tc-cad, and Tc-eve in wildtype and Tc-axin RNAi em-
bryos. Embryos are oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal to the top. For the same
embryos, both Brightfield images (AF) and DAPI nuclear counterstained images (A′F′) are
provided. The Tc-axin RNAi images are shown immediately below their wildtype counter-
parts; gene is denoted at the top of the figure. (A and D) In wildtype, Tc-zen1 expression
marks the serosa, which forms an asymmetric, dorsally tilted boundary with the embryonic
tissue. After Tc-axin RNAi, Tc-zen1 expression was highly reduced at both ventral and dor-
sal borders (compare red and black arrows in A and D). (B and E) Blastodermal Tc-cad
expression was expanded anteriorly after Tc-axin RNAi, leaving only few embryonic cells
unstained (compare bars in B′ with E′). (C and F) The anterior expression boundary of Tc-
eve (see arrowheads) was shifted toward the anterior in Tc-axin RNAi embryos (compare
arrowheads in C and F).
2.3.3 Epistasis analysis for the canonical Wnt pathway compo-
nents
Tc-axin RNAi embryos developed normally during early cleavage stages (Fig. 2.5, compare
C1 and A1), until at the differentiated blastoderm stage when serosa tissue was distinguish-
able from the embryonic tissue, more nuclei were allocated to the embryonic rudiment at
the expense of serosal cells compared with wildtype (Fig. 2.5, compare C2 and A2). Later,
in wildtype embryogenesis, the embryonic germ rudiment forms on the ventral side of the
egg and elongates over the posterior pole as segments are added (Fig. 2.5 A3 and A4). In
Tc-axin RNAi progeny, the embryonic cells contracted towards the posterior pole of the egg,
and loss of the serosal membrane left most of the anterior yolk exposed (Fig. 2.5 C3 and
C4). Similar effects were observed after Tc-shaggy/GSK3 RNAi (Fig. 2.5 B1 and B4), sug-
gesting the effects might be mediated through the canonical Wnt signaling pathway, since
both Tc-axin and Tc-shaggy are homologs of the pathway components [62]. To test this
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hypothesis, I did epistasis analysis for the canonical Wnt signaling pathway in Tribolium.
Epistasis analysis is a genetic method used to identify the group of genes controlling
a particular pathway and to establish an order-of-function map that reflects the sequence
of events in a pathway controlled by several genes [63, 64]. To apply the epistasis test
for two components from one pathway, the loss-of-function phenotypes of two components
Figure 2.4: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 2.4: (Previous page.) Quantitation of Tc-cad and Tc-eve expression patterns in
Tc-axin RNAi embryos. (A) Tc-cad expression in Tc-axin RNAi embryos. Embryos were
collected over 48 hours. All embryos were stained, classified into types 1-5 and each type
quantified. Type 1-3 are blastoderm stages from young to old, Types 4 and 5 are germband
stages from young to old, but their exact ages were not determined. Type 1 is too young
to show Tc-cad expression. In type 2 embryos the anterior boarder of the blastoderm Tc-
cad expression moved anteriorly compared with wildtype (Fig. 2.3 B). In type 3 embryos
the embryo was condensing toward the posterior pole. In type 4 and 5, the embryo were
condensed at the posterior pole of the egg and after dissection as shown above, there was
modulated Tc-cad staining throughout the embryos, it was not restricted to the posterior
region as in wildtype [59]. No embryos displaying wildtype Tc-cad expression were observed.
(B) Tc-eve expression in Tc-axin RNAi embryos. Embryos were collected over 48 hours.
All embryos were stained, classified into types 1-5 and each type quantified. Type 1 was too
young to show Tc-eve expression. In type 2 embryos the anterior boarder of the earliest
Tc-eve expression was moved anteriorly, compared with wildtype [61]. In type 3 embryos
the first two stripes formed in more anterior locations, compared with wildtype (Fig. 2.3
C). In type 4 embryos, Tc-eve was expressed throughout the embryo which condensed at the
posterior pole and in type 5 embryos there was modulated Tc-eve expression but the stripes
were not properly regulated (they did not split into two secondary stripes as the case in
wildtype) and the most anterior stripe appeared at the ventral midline, in a more anterior
location. Embryos displaying wildtype Tc-eve expression were not observed.
must be different from each other. With this prerequirement, loss-of-double-component-
function phenotype would be compared with loss-of-function phentype for each component.
For the regulation pathway, downstream regulator masks upstream regulator [63, 64]. In
other words, the loss-of-double-component-function phenotype should be same to the loss-
of-function for the component that functions downstream. Based on the comparison, the
order-of-function map would be determined.
The canonical Wnt signaling pathway is highly conserved among different organisms.
The core component is a transcription factor named β-catenin. When Wnt signal is off
(Fig. 1.1 A), β-catenin would be degraded in the cytosol by a three-member destruction
complex composed of Axin, Shaggy/GSK3 and APC. Without β-catenin, downstream target
genes are not transcribed in the nucleus. When Wnt signal is on (Fig. 1.1 B), the Wnt ligand
binds to the receptor and initiates the degradation of the destruction complex. This allows
rescued β-catenin to accumulate and translocate to the nucleus and subsequently activate
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target genes alongside other transcription factors including TCF/LEF/Pan and BCL9/Lgs.
Tc-arrow is a Tribolium homolog of the Wnt receptor and its inhibition after RNAi caused
posterior truncation in progeny [52] (Fig. 2.1 F and G). Tc-legless (Tc-lgs) is a Tribolium
homolog of the BCL9 transcription factor and initiates transcription together with β-catenin
when the canonical Wnt signal is on. Similar to the case of Tc-arrow, depletion of Tc-lgs
transcripts after RNAi resulted in posteriorly truncated embryos, ranging from head and
thorax only to head thorax and partial abdomen (Fig. 2.1 H-J). Tc-pangolin (Tc-pan),
a Tribolium homolog of TCL/LEF transcription factor, represses transcription when not
bound by β-catenin, but it is also required for target genes activation when β-catenin is
present (Fig. 1.1). Depletion of Tc-pan transcripts derepresses the Wnt pathway targets
but at the same time does not allow full activation of them, producing mild Tc-lgs-like
phenotypes [65]. Tc-pan RNAi resulted in a range of cuticular phenotypes, including loss
of distal appendages and posterior truncations ((Fig. 2.1 K-M)) that were not as severe as
RNAi phenotypes of Wnt ligands [38]. Since Tc-axin RNAi caused loss of anterior fate,
which is opposite to the effects described above for the Tc-arrow, Tc-lgs and Tc-pan, I did
double RNAi for Tc-axin/Tc-arrow, Tc-axin/Tc-lgs and Tc-axin/Tc-pan to test whether
Tc-axin functions through the canonical Wnt signaling pathway.
Tc-axin/Tc-arrow double RNAi resulted in progeny with different severities of anterior
loss (Fig. 2.1 N-Q), similar to Tc-axin RNAi(Fig. 2.1 B-E). This indicates that Tc-axin
functions downstream of Tc-arrow. Tc-axin/Tc-lgs double RNAi resulted in the same phe-
notypes (Fig. 2.1 R-T) as that in Tc-lgs RNAi (Fig. 2.1 H-J), suggesting Tc-lgs masks
Tc-axin. Similarly, Tc-pan masks Tc-axin since Tc-axin/Tc-pan double RNAi caused Tc-
pan-like effects (compare Fig. 2.1 U and K, V and L, W and M). So, both Tc-lgs and
Tc-pan function downstream of Tc-axin, which is confirmed by similar epistasis results
obtained from DAPI stainings for early embryogenesis in RNAi embryos (Fig. 2.5).
In double RNAi for Tc-axin and Tc-pan, the phenotype was same as the single RNAi
for Tc-pan. This could be due to the epistasis relationship between Tc-axin and Tc-pan or
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simply due to some technique problem that Tc-axin dsRNA did not work efficiently when
it mixed with the dsRNA of other genes. To exclude the latter possibility, I did double
RNAi for Tc-axin and Tc-basket. Tc-basket is one component from the JNK pathway [66].
Depletion of Tc-basket transcripts after RNAi produced late effects that interrupt hatch
process while leave early embryogenesis as normal as wildtype. I observed Tc-axin-like
phenotype in the double RNAi, which suggest Tc-axin dsRNA worked well in the mixture
with dsRNA of other genes.
Based on the epistasis analysis above, most likely, Tc-axin mediates through the canon-
ical Wnt pathway to regulate Tribilium anterior patterning.
2.4 Discussion
Analysis of genes expressed during the blastoderm stage revealed that interference with Tc-
axin function resulted in an anterior shift of the blastodermal fate-map. The similar effects
of Tc-axin and Tc-shaggy RNAi, combined with the epistatic relationships of Tc-axin to
Tc-arrow, Tc-lgs to Tc-axin and Tc-pan to Tc-axin strongly implicate the canonical Wnt
pathway in mediating the effects of Tc-axin RNAi. Furthermore, the expression domain
of Tc-cad, a target of the canonical Wnt pathway in Gryllus [67] and Tribolium [45, 68],
expanded more anteriorly in Tc-axin RNAi embryos, suggesting increased levels of Wnt
activity there. Thus, anteriorly localized Tc-axin appears to be playing an important role
in regulating canonical Wnt signaling. However, Wnt ligands are not expressed in freshly
laid eggs; the first detectable Wnt ligands, with in situ staining, are found in the head
lobes and at the posterior pole during the blastoderm stage, and depletion of Wnt ligands
after RNAi does not affect segmentation in the blastoderm [38]. Thus, any Wnt activity in
the preblastoderm embryo must be ligand-independent. The expression pattern of Tc-axin,
maternally localized at the anterior pole, implicates a mechanism to produce graded levels
of Wnt activity during early embryognesis. The early asymmetry of Tc-axin expression
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represses Wnt activity anteriorly, resulting in a gradient with highest levels in the posterior
region. Later, Wnt ligands expressed at the posterior pole maintain Wnt activity there
as Tc-axin expression becomes ubiquitous throughout the embryo. Though Wnt activity
is apparently not involved in Drosophila global AP patterning, a wingless domain in the
posterior blastoderm has recently been reconsidered as a legacy of such a function [69].
Axin and Shaggy are components of the β-catenin destruction complex. Anterior local-
ization of Tc-axin suggests higher activity of the complex at the anterior pole, which results
in lower levels of β-catenin. However, there are two β-catenin homologs in Tribolium that
function during the cleavage stages [70], obscuring the ability to test what roles, if any, they
might play in regulating the blastoderm fate-map. An additional level of Tc-cad regula-
tion, required for head formation in Tribolium, involves translational repression of Tc-cad
activity by Tc-mex3 in the differentiated blastoderm stage [71]. The earlier asymmetry of
Tc-axin, combined with the more extensive phenotypes induced by Tc-axin RNAi, suggests
that Wnt signaling functions upstream of Tc-mex3 or that both mechanisms cooperate
to modulate the anterior Tc-cad gradient. Importantly, neither system appears to be in-
volved in Drosophila axis patterning although they are clearly conserved during evolution;
the Mex3/Pal1-Cad system is also found in Caenorhabditis elegans [72, 73], and the pos-
teriorizing effect of Wnt activity is known from the vertebrate neural plate and planarian
regeneration [3]. Thus, in contrast to Drosophila, Tribolium has retained a more ancestral
mode of anterior-posterior (AP) axis formation. In vertebrates, Wnt antagonists, such as
Dkk, are expressed anteriorly to inhibit Wnt activity in the head [46]. Before my study, in
insects, such antagonizing factors have yet to be found, and inhibition of Wnt activity has
not been implicated in anterior development.
In contrast, Drosophila bicoid (bcd) transcripts are maternally localized to the anterior
pole of the egg. Upon fertilization, the resulting protein gradient provides positional infor-
mation in a concentration-dependent manner [74]. However, bcd appears to be restricted to
Dipterans and is not found in other insects, including Tribolium [75]. It has been proposed
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that orthologs of gap genes including orthologs of Orthodenticle (otd), a more conserved
homeodomain protein with similar target specificity, provide anterior morphogen function
in Tribolium and other short-germ insects [76, 77]. However, Tc-orthodenticle1 (Tc-otd1 ) is
ubiquitously expressed in preblastoderm stages in Tribolium [76] and Tc-mex3 expression
arises zygotically in the blastoderm [71], leaving in question the earliest asymmetric signal
in the embryo. Data in this chapter indicate that maternal anterior localization of Tc-axin
transcripts (similar to bicoid in Drosophila) is one of the first asymmetric signals in the
Tribolium embryo. Furthermore, it is shown that inhibition of Wnt signaling is required for
embryonic head development in arthropods, as it is in vertebrate embryogenesis and in pla-
narian regeneration (summarized in Fig. 2.6), supporting the hypothesis that Wnt signaling
is an integral part of an ancestral metazoan mechanism that polarizes and patterns the AP
axis early in development. Finally, anterior localization of β-catenin destruction complex
activity is a previously undescribed mechanism in arthropods by which to confer positional
information.
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Figure 2.5: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 2.5: (Previous page.) Early development in wildtype and RNAi embyros. DAPI
stained embryos, anterior to the left, dorsal up (if known). Early cleavage, differentiated
blastoderm, early germband, and a later stage (equivalent to germband elongation in wild-
type) are shown from left to right for each RNAi experiment. The total number of embryos
examined and the number in each class are also shown: (A1-A4) wildtype; (B1-B4) Tc-shaggy
RNAi embryos had early develomental defects, similar to Tc-axin RNAi embryos; (C1-C4)
Tc-axin RNAi; (D1-D4) Tc-arrow RNAi embryos displayed typical Wnt
− phenoptypes; (E1-
E4) Tc-legless RANi embryos, similar to Tc-arrow RNAi embryos, displayed typical Wnt
−
phenoptypes; (F1-F4) (Tc-pangolin) RNAi embryos displayed pangolin-specific early devel-
opmental defects including division of serosa to distinct anterior and dorsal serosa domains
by dorsally extended headlobe-like tissue, different from Tc-axin RNAi; (G1-G4) Tc-basket
RNAi embryos (negative control) developed similarly to wildtype; (H1-H4) Tc-axin/ Tc-arrow
double RNAi embryos resembled Tc-axin RNAi embryos; (I1-I4) Tc-axin/ Tc-legless double
RNAi embryos resembled Tc-legless RNAi embryos; (J1-J4) Tc-axin/ Tc-pangolin double
RNAi embryos resembled Tc-pangolin RNAi embryos; (K1-K4) Tc-axin/ Tc-basket double
RNAi embryos (negative control) resembled Tc-basket RNAi embryos.
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Figure 2.6: Role of the canonical Wnt pathway in axis formation in the bilateria.Throughout
Bilateria, posterior activity, and anterior repression of canonical Wnt signaling have been
shown to be essential for AP axis patterning. Based on Drosophila data, insects had been
regarded as an exception since Wnt activity is not required for AP axis patterning. Previ-
ous data from Tribolium, together with data in this chapter (RNAi experiments for positive
regulator of the canonical Wnt pathway, including Tc-arrow, Tc-legless and Tc-pan) showed
that it is required for posterior formation. Here, we show that canonical Wnt signaling has
to be repressed for proper anterior patterning. Y, functional or expression data suggesting
involvement of the canonical Wnt pathway; N, data not supporting involvement of the canon-
ical Wnt pathway; ?, no data. This figure is modified from Ref. [45]. Figure information is
based on Refs. [2, 4] and references therein.
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Chapter 3
Survey of the Tc-zen expression
pattern at Tribolium blastoderm
stage
3.1 Introduction
In most insects including Tribolium, an intact extraembryonic membrane, the serosa (marked
as red in Fig. 4.1 A), lies just beneath the chorion (eggshell) and envelops the embryo, amnion
and yolk in the egg. The presence of this membrane is one of the major characteristics
that make insects extraordinarily successful in occupying earth habitats, since the serosa
membrane not only provides physical protection [78–83] including desiccation resistance
[83–88], but also seems to function in the innate immune system against bacteria infections
[78, 89]. The amnion (marked as blue in Fig. 4.1 A), another extraembryonic membrane, is
located ventrally beneath serosa membrane. However in Drosophila, a highly derived insect,
instead of two separate extraembryonic membranes, only one, the amnioserosa, exists (see
the dot line with both blue and red colors in Fig. 4.1 B). How the two extraembryonic
epithelia evolved into one is unclear.
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Figure 3.1: Extraembryonic membranes in a
typical insect and Drosophila. Green marks
embryo, red marks serosa, blue marks am-
nion and dot line with both blue and red colors
marks amnioserosa. (A) In a typical insect,
an intact serosa membrane envelopes embryo,
amnion, and yolk in the egg. Amnion, an-
other extraembryonic membrane locates ven-
trally. (B) In Drosophila, a highly derived ep-
ithelium named amnioserosa locates dorsally.
Serosa formation in Tribolium starts at blastoderm stage [90]. After gastrulation, during
the process of germband retraction, the intact serosa membrane retracts dorsally and is
finally absorbed by yolk before dorsal closure is completed. To provide a brief description,
embryos at different stages are displayed in Fig. 3.2. At a very early stage, nuclei are dividing
deep inside the yolk (Fig. 3.2 A). After several divisions, most of the nuclei move out and
ubiquitously locate at the surface of the egg, forming the syncitial blastoderm (Fig. 3.2
B). After cellularization, the serosa-fated cells are first distinguishable in the differentiated
blastoderm (Fig. 3.2 C) [90, 91], as large-nuclei are widely positioned in a dorsally tilted
anterior cap. Cells fated to form the embryo are evident as smaller and more densely
packed nuclei. During early gastrulation, coincident with the ventral movement of germ
rudiment cells, presumptive serosa cells move ventrally and posteriorly to cover the embryo
proper at the posterior pole, forming the posterior amniotic fold. Meanwhile, similar but
less extensive movement occurs at the anterior edge of the embryonic head forming the
anterior amniotic fold. As the posterior and anterior serosal folds move over the ventral
surface of the embryo, they form a round serosal window. Finally the window closes and
a continuous serosal membrane is formed [90]. The embryo, located ventrally in the egg,
beneath the serosa and amnion completes germband elongation, with abdominal segments
added sequentially in the posterior-to-anterior direction from the posterior growth zone
(Fig. 3.2 D). This sequential formation of posterior segments during gastrulation is a typical
process in the short germ-band mode, a mode utilized by other insects and most arthropods
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[34, 92]. Comparatively, in Drosophila, which is a highly derived insect, a long germ-band
mode is utilized. All segments of whole body are almost simultaneously specified in a
syncitial blastoderm, based on a blastoderm fate map for the entire future body plan in
approximately natural proportions [34, 92].
Figure 3.2: Tribolium embryogenesis. Embryos at different stages are stained with DAPI so
that each nucleus is visible at the black background. (A) Early cleavage stage. (B) Uniform
blastoderm stage. (C) Differentiated blastoderm stage. (D) Germband elongation stage.
Different from typical insects in which there are two extraembryonic membranes in-
cluding serosa and amnion, in Drosophila, these membranes underwent an evolutionary
reduction from two to one membrane that covers only the dorsal side of the egg. Drosophila
amnioserosa membrane originates from a small portion of the dorsal blastoderm and remains
dorsal throughout embryogenesis. Similar to the fate of the extraembryonic membranes in
Tribolium and other insects, at the end of germband retraction and dorsal closure, some of
the amnioserosa cells are absorbed by the yolk, while most cells invaginate before degrada-
tion, transiently forming a tube-shaped dorsal organ [93, 94].
In Drosophila, a hox gene named zerknüllt (zen) is expressed predominantly in the am-
nioserosa [95], and is required for all aspects of amnioserosa formation that have been ex-
amined to date [96, 97]. Functional studies suggest zen is also required for serosa formation
in Tribolium [58]. This indicates that the function of zen in the formation of extraembry-
onic membranes is highly conserved throughout the evolution. In the absence of Tc-zen
transcripts after RNA interference (RNAi), the presumptive serosa cells are transformed to
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germ rudiment cells [58]. Tc-zen expression pattern in early embryogenesis during serosa
formation has been examined previously [98, 99]. It was reported that Tc-zen transcripts
appear in an anterior cap during early blastoderm stage, also called uniform blastoderm
stage, before serosa cells become distinguishable. Later its expression pattern changes to a
dorsally tilted anterior cap. However, it is not clear whether the change in Tc-zen expres-
sion pattern from anterior cap to dorsally tilted cap is due to cell movement or due to the
initiation of Tc-zen transcription in the dorsal region. In the latter case, it would suggest in
the dorsal blastoderm portion some upstream factor or factors activate Tc-zen transcription
at some later time to shift the expression pattern. Also it is not clear whether cell division
provides any contribution to this process. To address this question, I examined the Tc-zen
expression pattern in carefully staged Tribolium embryos during blastoderm stage. Mean-
while, with a Tribolium transgenic line [100] that expresses GFP in each nucleus driven by
a Tribolium ubiquitous promoter (EFA-nGFP line), I performed live imaging experiments
to track any possible nuclei movement.
Different from the dorsally originated amnioserosa in Drosophila, the serosa in Tribolium
originates from the cells located in a dorsally tilted anterior cap at the blastoderm stage. It
is most likely under the regulations of both Anterior-Posterior and Dorsal-Ventral patterning
systems. The canonical Wnt signaling pathway has a conserved role in the patterning of A-P
body axes in metazoan development [2, 5]. Though one notable exception is Drosophila in
which canonical Wnt signaling is not required for either global axes formation or amnioserosa
formation [48]. In Tribolium, Wnt signaling has to be activated for successful posterior
development and be inhibited for proper anterior formation [38, 45, 52]. As a homolog
of the Wnt downstream component, Tc-pangolin (Tc-pan) functions as an activator with
nuclear β-catenin and as an inhibitor without nuclear β-catenin. Once Tc-pan transcripts
are depleted after RNAi, anterior Wnt would be higher while posterior Wnt would be
lower relative to wildtype levels. In this case, anterior and posterior development were
both affected as described in Chapter 2. Anteriorly, the extraembryonic serosa was reduced
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in Tc-pan RNAi embryos. Unlike the phenotypes after RNAi with other Wnt pathway
components, in Tc-pan RNAi embryos, dorsally extended embryonic tissue divided the
serosa into distinct anterior and posterior domains. To test how serosa fate determination
is affected by Wnt signal, I used the EFA nGFP transgenic line and carefully checked the
expression pattern of Tc-zen in staged Tc-pan RNAi embryos and performed live imaging
for the same stages.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Beetle strains of Tribolium castaneum
GA1 wildtype and EFA nGFP transgenic [100] lines were used for gene expression and
functional analysis. Live imaging was carried out using the EFA-nGFP line. Beetles were
reared at 30 ◦C in whole-wheat flour supplemented with 5% yeast.
3.2.2 RNA interference (RNAi)
Tc-pan double-stranded RNA (dsRNA) was synthesized using the T7 megascript kit (Am-
bion) and purified using the Megaclear kit (Ambion). Adult females were injected with
200 ng/µL Tc-pan dsRNA, and allowed to recover in the whole-wheat flour for four days.
After that, injected beetles were transferred to the triple-sifted flour for egg laying. One
batch of eggs were collected and allowed to develop at 30 ◦C for four days before cuticle
preparation. By checking the cuticle prep phenotypes, which are expected to be same as
the ones described in Fig. 2.1 K-M, I made sure the Tc-pan RNAi worked efficiently.
3.2.3 Egg collections for desired stages
Beetles, either GA1 or EFA-nGFP line or Tc-pan RNAi of EFA-nGFP line, were incubated
in the triple sifted flour (TSF) for one hour at 24 ◦C . Collected eggs were allowed to further
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grow at 24 ◦C for another specified time: 12, 13, 14, 15, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20 hours (hr),
resulting in sequentially aged groups as following: 12-13 hr, 13-14 hr, 14-15 hr, 15-16 hr,
16-17 hr, 17-18 hr, 18-19 hr, 19-20 hr, 20-21 hr.
3.2.4 In situ hybridization
In situ hybridization was performed using digoxigenin (DIG)-labeled RNA probes and
an anti-DIG::alkaline phosphatase (AP) antibody (Roche). Signal was developed using
NBT/BCIP (BM Purple, Roche).
3.2.5 Microscopy and Imaging
Cuticles and stained embryos were viewed with a Nikon Digital Camera DXM 1200F cam-
era on an Olympus BX50 microscope and photographed using Nikon ACT-1 Version 2.62
software. Embryos were optically sectioned and images were assembled using MONTAGE
software. Brightness and contrast were adjusted using Adobe Photoshop CS2 software.
3.2.6 Live imaging and nuclei tracking
EFA-nGFP eggs collected after 15 min incubation at 24 ◦C were kept at 24 ◦C and allowed
to develop for another either 12 hours for the experiment of “live imaging during the age of
14-18 hours” or 17 hours for the experiment of “live imaging during the age of 18-20 hours”.
Later, embryos were dechorionated by washing in 1% bleach for 30 seconds, followed by
rinsing in distilled water for two minutes. Embryos were then immediately transferred to a
small petri dish filled with halocarbon oil 700 (Sigma). One multiple-well microscope glass
slide was prepared by filling each well with proper amount of halocarbon oil. One embryo
was placed in each well. No coverslip was required. The time-lapse movie was taken by
either manually capturing 5 focal planes every 15 minutes followed by montage treatment
afterward with Automontage software (Movie 1), or capturing single focal plane every 5
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minutes (Movie 2) or every 20 minutes (Movie 3), at room temperature (24-25 ◦C) on a
Leica M205 FA stereoscope at 200x magnification. Movie 1 was produced at a speed of 7
frames (105 minutes real time) per second. Movie 2 was produced at a speed of 3 frames (15
minutes real time) per second. Movie 3 was produced at a speed of 3 frames (60 minutes
real time) per second.
Using ImageJ plugin MTrackJ tool, I manually tracked the GFP-marked nuclei of blas-
toderm embryo through time [101].
3.3 Results
3.3.1 Dynamics of Tc-zen expression at Tribolium blastoderm
stage
In the EFA-nGFP line, the Tc-zen expression pattern went through three stages of dynamics
during early blastoderm stage. At first stage (13-14 hr, see Fig. 3.3 D-F ), near the end of
the 11th synchronous nuclear division which occurred during approximately 12.5 hr-13.25
hr (Fig. 3.3 C-D), Tc-zen transcripts were firstly detected at the anterior pole of the egg
(Fig. 3.3 D,D′). After the 11th and before the 12th nuclear division, more anterior Tc-zen
transcripts were detected (compare Fig. 3.3 E and D). Soon, the occurrence of the 12th
synchronous nuclear division during approximately 12.25 hr-14 hr (Fig. 3.3 F,F′) resulted in
further more anterior Tc-zen transcripts (Fig. 3.3 F,F′). Most likely, cell divisions contribute
to this dynamic. Followed is the second stage (14-18 hr, see Fig. 3.3 G-J) during which
the expression pattern of Tc-zen started expanding dorsally (Fig. 3.3 H,H′) with age until
reached the approximately 55% egg length from the posterior pole (Fig. 3.3 K,K′). No cell
division was observed. It is likely that either cell movement or initiation of new Tc-zen
transcription in the dorsal part of the egg contributes to this expression pattern dynamic
from anterior cap to dorsally tilted region. At third stage (18-20 hr, see Fig. 3.3 K and L), Tc-
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Table 3.1: Quantitation data of Tc-zen early expression pattern in nGFP line.
“n” indicates the total number of embryos in each aged group. As described in the subsec-
tion 3.2.3, one hour egg collections were incubated for different hours resulting in sequen-
tially aged groups as shown in the left column. After In situ staining with Tc-zen ribo probe,
embryos in each aged group were carefully examined one by one and classifed to different
Tc-zen staining types with number counted. Orange color indicates the dominant type(s) in
each aged group.
zen expression expanded posteriorly a little further concurrent with the asynchronous 13th
cell division which exclusively occurred in the Tc-zen transcripts free region. No cell division
was observed in the region with Tc-zen expression, which is consistent with previous studies
[90, 102] and also confirmed by a current study with live imaging technique[103]. After
that, serosa cells became distinguishable from germ rudiment cells at both morphological
level and molecular level (Fig. 3.3 M,M′). Morphologically, serosa cells were large and
loosely positioned while germ rudiment cells were small and condensed. Molecularly, Tc-zen
transcripts were exclusively detected in serosa cells. This stage is called differentiated/late
blastoderm stage. Quantitation data of Tc-zen expression pattern is shown in table. 3.1.
As a control, I performed the same experiments using GA1 line (Fig. 3.4). After careful
comparison, the expression patterns in both lines at each same age range look very similar.
This suggests the nGFP transgenic line develops at the same rate as GA1 and thus it serves
as a reliable reporter of events in early Tribolium embryogenesis.
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3.3.2 Live imaging during the age of 14-18 hours
As described in the subsection 3.3.1 above, Tc-zen expression pattern went through an
apparent change from anterior cap to dorsally titled region during the second stage of
expression dynamics, during the age range of 14-18 hr. No cell division was observed. In
order to test whether any cell movement contributed to this dynamic process, I performed
live imaging using EFA-nGFP transgenic embryo (see methods in subsection 3.2.6) to track
nuclei movement (Movie1 and Fig. 3.5 A). Nuclei randomly and slightly moved around their
original positions (Fig. 3.5 A). There is no cell movement with oriented direction that could
possibly contribute to the shift of nuclei from anterior to dorsal. Also, no cell division was
observed.
To exclude the possibility that UV exposure during the live imaging experiment might
affect Tribolium embryogenesis, I checked and compared the treated embryo with control
after 24 hours. Both looked similar (compare Fig. 3.5 B and C), which indicates UV exposure
did not affect embryogenesis and the live imaging experiment provides reliable result.
Data above suggests that the second stage of Tc-zen expression pattern dynamics is not
caused by either cell division or cell movement. Most likely, it is caused by the initiation of
transcription in the dorsal region.
3.3.3 Live imaging during the age of 18-20 hours
Tc-zen expression pattern, combined with DAPI stainings, during the age of 18-20 hours
(Fig. 3.3 K,K′,L,L′ and Fig. 3.4 K,K′,L,L′) suggests that it is the asynchronous 13th cell
division, which exclusively occurred in the Tc-zen transcripts free region, that resulted in
differentiated blastoderm. To confirm this hypothesis, I performed live imaging using a
EFA-nGFP transgenic embryo (see methods in subsection /refliveimage) to track nuclei
morphology (movie2 and Fig. 3.6 A). Cell movement with posterior-dorsal direction in the
presumptive serosa explains the slight posterior expansion of Tc-zen expression pattern
(compare Fig. 3.3 K and L). Consistent with the data from Tc-zen expression pattern as
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described in the subsection 3.3.1, the asynchronous 13th cell division exclusively occurred in
the germ rudiment region, resulting in the morphological differences between presumptive
serosa tissue and germ rudiment tissue.
To exclude the possibility that UV exposure during the live imaging experiment might
affect Tribolium embryogenesis, I checked and compared the treated embryo with control
after 24 hours. Both developed similarly (compare Fig. 3.6 B and C).
3.3.4 Different markers on Tc-pan RNAi embryos
As mentioned in Fig. 2.5 from Chapter 2, serosa tissue in Tc-pan RNAi embryos was divided
into distinct anterior and dorsal domains by dorsally extended head-lobe-like tissue. This
separation is confirmed by Tc-zen expression pattern (Fig. 3.7 J,J′,M,M′,P,P′,S,S′). To test
whether this dorsally extended tissue is head lobe or not, I checked the Tc-wg expression
pattern in Tc-pan RNAi embryos. Tc-wg is the ortholog of wnt1 in human and wingless in
Drosophila. The expression pattern of wg is widely conserved among insects. In Drosophila,
wg gene expression in the presumptive head region and in a caudal ring is detected in the
early blastoderm [104]. While in Tribolium early blastoderm, Tc-wg is seen as stripes in
the presumptive head lobes, and also detected at the posterior pole [105] (Fig. 3.8 A,A′).
Dorsally extended anterior domains of Tc-wg in Tc-pan RNAi embryos confirm that the
tissue between anterior and dorsal serosa domains is head lobe (Fig. 3.8 B,B′). In wildtype,
Tc-doc marks the dorsal serosa [106–108] (Fig. 3.9 B,B′,D,D′,F,F′). The staining domain
of Tc-doc in the dorsal part of the Tc-pan RNAi embryos (Fig. 3.9 H,H′,J,J′,L,L′) confirms
that the remaining serosa is dorsal serosa.
In Tc-pan RNAi embryos, compared with the case in wildtype at similar age ranges,
both anterior and dorsal serosa were reduced with decreased Tc-zen expression (Fig. 3.7
A-T, A′-T′). In severe mutants, dorsal serosa was completely gone without any dorsal Tc-
zen expression detected (Fig. 3.7 H,H′,K,K′,N,N′,Q,Q′,T,T′), while anterior serosa is still
maintained with very few Tc-zen transcripts in the anterior tip. Loss of the dorsal serosa
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was also confirmed with Tc-doc stainings in Tc-pan RNAi progeny (Fig. 3.9 N,N′,P,P′,R,R′).
Almost all the cells locating on the surface of the RNAi progeny were germ rudiment cells,
while at the similar age in wildtype the embryo should be a differentiated blastoderm with
both large and loosely positioned serosa cells versus small and condensed germ rudiment
cells (Fig. 3.9 R,R′).
3.3.5 Live imaging of the Tc-pan RNAi embryo during the age
of 18-20 hours
After Tc-pan RNAi, at uniform blastoderm stage, all the nuclei were uniformly positioned
(Fig. 3.7 A-N,A′-N′), just like the case in wildtype (Fig. 3.7 a-e,a′-e′). Later at the differ-
entiated blastoderm stage, the serosa was divided into distinct anterior and dorsal domains
by germ rudiment tissue (the dorsally extended head lobes, to be specific). To determine
whether this transformation process, from presumptive serosa tissue to head lobe tissue,
involves any cell movement or cell division, I performed live imaging of an EFA-nGFP trans-
genic embryo (see methods in the subsection 3.2.6) to track nuclear morphology (Movie 3
and Fig. 3.10). Cell divisions were detected in the region between the separated anterior and
dorsal serosa domains, resulting in small and condensed germ rudiment cells. No obvious
cell movements were observed.
3.4 Discussion
3.4.1 Tc-zen expression pattern dynamics are caused by tran-
scription shift rather than cell movement
During early embryogenesis, many genes are expressed in dynamic patterns at different
stages [109]. Tc-zen is one of those genes. Zen is homologous to Hox 3 genes in vertebrates.
Different from typical hox genes, at some point during insect evolution, zen/Hox3 lost its
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function in AP axial patterning and contributed in the development of extraembryonic
tissues [110].
Functional studies suggest Tc-zen is required for serosa formation and its expression is
exclusively observed in the serosa-fated cells during differentiated blastoderm stage when
serosa cells are firstly distinguishable from germ rudiment cells [58, 98]. Early at the uni-
form blastoderm stage, Tc-zen expression pattern shifts from anterior cap to dorsally titled
anterior region. No one ever checked how this expression pattern shift happened. In this
study, based on the live imaging during this process, no cell division or cell movement was
observed. So most likely, initiation of new Tc-zen transcription in the dorsal part of the
egg is the major reason that transforms the Tc-zen expression pattern from anterior cap to
dorsally tilted anterior region.
3.4.2 Cell division initiates the transformation from the uniform
blastoderm to the differentiated blastoderm
During the transition from the uniform to the differentiated blastoderm stage, cell divi-
sions exclusively occurred in the Tc-zen transcripts free region, resulting in relatively small
and condensed germ rudiment cells. By tracking the cell movement, it is obvious that no
presumptive serosa cells move ventrally contributing to the germ rudiment tissue. Lack of
Tc-zen coincides with occurrence of cell divisions. In Tc-pan RNAi embryos, abnormal cell
divisions were recorded in the Tc-zen transcripts free region between anterior and dorsal
Tc-zen expression domains, resulting in dorsally extended head lobe tissue. Presence of
Tc-zen transcripts represses cell division in Tribolium, which is consistent with the case for
zen in Drosophila. Drosophila studies suggest zen repressed cell division by repressing the
transcription of string, which is an essential factor for cell division [111, 112]. String func-
tions through positively regulating Cdk1/cdc2 complex to push cell cycle from G2 phase to
M phase. Though mechanism is not clear for the case in Tribolium, as a future direction,
we could test the hypothesis that Tc-zen represses cell division by repressing Tc-string, by
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checking the expression pattern of Tc-string in Tc-pan RNAi progeny to see whether extra
Tc-string transcripts exist between the separated dorsal and anterior serosa domains.
3.4.3 Evolution of the mechanisms underlying serosa formation
In Tc-pan RNAi progeny, serosa tissue was divided by dorsally extended head lobes into
distinct anterior and dorsal serosa domains (see Fig. 4.2 A). In the most severe phenotype
there was only anterior serosa domain left, indicating different sensitivities of the serosa
domains to modulated Wnt signal. This implicates independent mechanisms underlying
anterior and dorsal serosa domains in Tribolium (see Fig. 4.2 B). The mechanism regulating
anterior serosa domain might be lost in Drosophila such that the serosa was restricted to
the dorsal region (see Fig. 4.2 C). And the dorsal serosa mechanism is possibly modified
though maintained throughout the evolution. One notable modification is the absence of the
involvement of canonical Wnt activity, though the expression pattern of wingless, the main
Drosophila wnt homologue, is similar to that in Tribolium. To which extent the dorsal serosa
mechanism was modified in Drosophila is not clear, though some conservation aspects do
exist. For example, zen is required for serosa formation in Tribolium as well as amnioserosa
formation in Drosophila. Zen inhibits cell divisions in the prospective amnioserosa region
in Drosophila as well as the prospective serosa region in Tribolium.
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Figure 3.3: Tc-zen early expression pattern in nGFP line. Embryos are oriented with an-
terior to the left and dorsal to the top, if known. As described in the subsection 3.2.3, one
hour egg collections were incubated for different hours so that sequentially aged groups were
produced. In some aged groups, embryos with slightly different ages based on nuclei numbers
were displayed, with younger one at left. Quantitation data for each aged group were shown
in Fig. 3.1. For the same embryos, both Bright field images (A-N) and DAPI (stained each
nucleus) images (A′-N′) were shown. (A-C, A′-C′) Early embryonic stages without Tc-zen
expression. (A, A′) Preblastoderm stage when nuclei are dividing deep inside the egg. (B,
B′) Early uniform blastoderm stage when nuclei are moving and ubiquitously locating on the
surface of the egg. (C, C′) The 11th nuclear division occurred, and most of the nuclei were
at the metaphase with the existence of metaphase plates. (D-F, D′-F′) The first stage of
Tc-zen early expression dynamics, with initiation and gradual increase of anterior Tc-zen
transcripts. (D, D′) At the end of 11th nuclear division, for the first time, Tc-zen transcripts
appeared at the aterior pole. (E, E′) More anterior Te-zen transcripts appeared (compare E
and D). (F, F′) With the occurrence of the 12th nuclear division, more Tc-zen transcripts
were detected (compare F and E). (G-J, G′-J′) The second stage of Tc-zen early expres-
sion dynamics, with pattern transformation from anterior cap to dorsally tilted anterior
region. (G, G′) After the second stage of Tc-zen early expression dynamics, anteior Tc-zen
transcripts accumulated to the maximum level (compare G and F). (H, H′) The expression
pattern started to be slightly dorsally tilted. (I, I′) The pattern asymmetry became apparent
(compare I and H). (J, J′) The dorsal Tc-zen transcripts reached the approximately 55%
egg length from the posterior pole. (K-L, K′-L′) The third stage of Tc-zen early expression
dynamics, slight expansion towards the posterior pole. (K, K′) The 13th asynchronous cell
division started. (L, L′) Near the end of the 13th asynchronous cell division, dorsal Tc-zen
expression further extended posteriorly (compare L and K). (M, M′) Differentiated blasto-
derm stage, with distinguishable serosa tissue. (N, N′) Gastrulation stage started , with the
existence of pit at the posterior pole. Serosa cells moved posteriorly and ventrally.
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Figure 3.4: Tc-zen early expression pattern in GA1. Embryos are oriented with anterior
to the left and dorsal to the top, if known. This is a control experiment. After careful
comparison with Fig. 3.3, the expression patterns in both lines at each same age range look
most likely same, suggesting the nGFP transgenic line develops at the same rate as GA1
and thus it serves as a reliable reporter of events in early Tribolium embryogenesis.
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Figure 3.5: No nuclei movement is involved in Tc-zen expression pattern dynamic stage
during 14-18 hours. Embryos are oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal to the top.
(A) Stills from live imaging of an EFA-nGFP transgenic Tribolium embryo (Movie 1) in
the second stage of Tc-zen expression dynamic during the age of 14-18 hours at room tem-
perature (24-25 ◦C). Colored circles track the movement of nuclei, implicating no movement
involved. (B-C) Comparison of DAPI stainings for control and treated embryo after 24
hours incubation at room temperature following live imaging experiment. (B) The same
EFA-nGFP transgenic Tribolium embryo from the live imaging experiment. (C) Control,
another EFA-nGFP transgenic Tribolium embryo that underwent same treatments as the
embryo in (B) except the UV exposure.
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Figure 3.6: Cell movement with posterior-dorsal direction in the presumptive serosa not
only explains the slight posterior extension of Tc-zen expression pattern, but also excludes
the contribution of serosa cells to germ rudiment tissue by cell movement towards ventral
part of the embryo. (A) Stills from live imaging of an EFA-nGFP transgenic Tribolium
embryo (Movie 2) in the third stage of Tc-zen expression dynamic during the age of 18-20
hours at room temperature (24-25 ◦C). Colored circles track the movement of cell. (B-C)
Comparison of DAPI stainings for control and treated embryo after 24 hours incubation
at room temperature following live imaging experiment. (B) The same EFA-nGFP trans-
genic Tribolium embryo from the live imaging experiment. (C) Control, another EFA-nGFP
transgenic Tribolium embryo that underwent same treatments as the embryo in (B) except
the UV exposure.
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Figure 3.7: (Caption next page.)
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Figure 3.7: (Previous page.) Tc-zen early expression pattern in Tc-pan RNAi embryos.
Embryos are oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal to the top, if known. Embryos
at different age ranges are displayed one row by one row with youngest on top row. For
the same embryos, Bright field images (a-g, A-T) and DAPI (stained each nuclei) images
(a′-g′, A′-T′) are provided. (a-g, a′-g′) Tc-zen early expression pattern in wildtype embryos,
as control. (A,A′,C,C′,F,F′,I,I′,L,L′,O,O′,R,R′) Mild mutant. Compared with the case in
wildtype, at each aged group, Tc-zen transcripts in Tc-pan RNAi mild mutant progeny were
highly reduced. (B,B′,D,D′,G,G′,J,J′,M,M′,P,P′,S,S′) Median mutant. Tc-zen transcripts
in Tc-pan RNAi median mutant progeny were not only reduced but also divided to distinct
anterior and dorsal domains. (E,E′,H,H′,K,K′,N,N′,Q,Q′,T,T′) Severe mutant. Dorsal Tc-
zen transcripts were lost in Tc-pan RNAi severe mutant progeny.
Figure 3.8: Tc-wg stainings suggest the dorsal extension of head lobes in the Tc-pan RNAi
embryos. Embryos are oriented with anterior to the left and dorsal to the top. (A) In
wildtype, Tc-wg is expressed in the head lobes. (B) In Tc-pan mutant progeny, Tc-wg ex-
pression extended dorsally, implicating the dorsal extension of the head lobe tissue. (See the
red arrows in A and B)
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Figure 3.9: Tc-doc stainings in Tc-pan RNAi embryos. Embryos are oriented with anterior
to the left and dorsal to the top, if known. Each column at specific developmental stage, in-
cluding uniform blstoderm, differentiated blastoderm and early gastrulation. Bright field im-
ages and DAPI staining images for the same embryos are shown. (A-F, A′-F′) Stainings in
wildtype embryos for Tc-zen (A,A′,C,C′,E,E′), as comparison, and Tc-doc (B,B′,D,D′,F,F′).
(G-L, G′-L′) Stainings in median Tc-pan RNAi mutant progeny for Tc-zen (G,G′,I,I′), as
comparison, and Tc-doc (H,H′,J,J′,L,L′). (M-R, M′-R′) Stainings in severe Tc-pan RNAi
mutant progeny for Tc-zen (M,M′,O,O′,Q,Q′), as comparison, and Tc-doc (N,N′,P,P′,R,R′)
.
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Figure 3.10: Cell division contributes to the dorsally extended head lobe formation in the
Tc-pan RNAi embryo. (A-H) Stills from Movie 3. Embryos are oriented with anterior to
the left and dorsal to the top. Red star marks the cell division.
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Figure 3.11: Comparison of serosa domains among Tribolium and Drosophila. Orange
dotted pattern marks anterior serosa, blue dotted pattern marks either dorsal serosa in Tri-
bolium or amnioserosa in Drosophila. (A) Tribolium wildtype. (B) Tribolium mutant after
Tc-pan RNAi. (C) Drosophila wildtype. Abbreviation used: A - anterior serosa domain; D




Comparative studies in different model organisms suggest that the canonical Wnt siganling
pathway is highly conserved and most likely a widely used Anterior-Posterior patterning
mechanism throughout the evolution. In vertebrates, Wnt signal is requird for posterior
development and has to be repressed for proper anterior formation. In arthropods, Wnt
signal is also essential for posterior patterning, however, limited evidence about the con-
tribution of Wnt signal in anterior development was ever found. The studies in this thesis
have provided the first evidence that anterior canonical Wnt signal has to be repressed for
proper anterior development in an arthropod.
4.1 Evolution of the segmentation mode
In arthropods, the body plan is divided into series of repetitive segments along the anterior-
posterior axis. This segmental organization allow organisms much more flexibility in adap-
tation to new tasks and might be of huge benefit for morphological and functional evolution.
The segmentation modes in different organisms could be quite different. In long-germ mode,
with the representative of Drosophila, all segments of whole body are almost simultaneously
specified in a syncitial blastoderm [34, 92]. At this stage, cellularization has not yet occurred
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and proteins could freely diffuse throughout the whole egg. Transcription factors, such as
Bicoid, function as morphogens by forming graidients along the AP axis and concentration-
dependently activating different groups of downstream target genes that efficiently set up a
blastoderm fate map for the entire future body plan in approximately natural proportions
[113]. While in short-germ mode, which is the same mode utilized by another big group
of segmented animals — vertebrates, only anterior segments, including either head only or
both head and thorax, are formed in blastoderm stage before cellularization, leaving poste-
rior segments sequentially patterned from the posterior growth zone after gastrulation, in
an anterior to posterior progression. The cellularized environment prevents the entirely de-
pendence on the diffusable morphogen gradient mechanism, as the case in long-germ mode.
Long-germ segmentation mode has been very well studied in Drosophila. However, Bi-
coid, an essential morphogen that specifies anterior structures in a concentration-dependent
way in long-germ mode, was only found in high Diptera flies and it turned out that
Drosophila is a highly derived insect utilizing the highly derived segmentation mode. Com-
paratively less is known about the mechanism underlying short-germ mode, which is widely
found in most other arthropods including Tribolium[34, 92] and most likely the ancestral
mode for both vertebrates and arthropods. Studies in this thesis provide the first evidence
that an arthropod utilizes Axin, a negative regulator of the canonical Wnt pathway, as an
alternative mechanism to pattern anterior development. It is indicated that arthropods re-
quire anterior Wnt repression and posterior Wnt siganl for AP patterning, just like the case
in vertebrates, suggesting a conserved AP patterning mechanism along the evolution. It
supports the hypothesis that, most likely, the common ancestor of vertebrates and arthro-
pods is a short-germ organism and pattern its AP axis by carefully regulating Wnt activity
along the main axis.
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Figure 4.1: Extraembryonic membranes in a
typical insect and Drosophila. Green marks
embryo, red marks serosa, blue marks am-
nion and dot line with both blue and red colors
marks amnionserosa. (A) In a typical insect,
an intact serosa membrane envelopes embryo,
amnion, and yolk in the egg. Amnion, an-
other extraembryonic membrane locates ven-
trally. (B) In Drosophila, a highly derived ep-
ithelium named amnionserosa locates dorsally.
4.2 Evolution of the mechanisms underlying serosa for-
mation
In most insects including Tribolium, an intact extraembryonic membrane named serosa (see
red in Fig. 4.1 A) lies just under the chorion (eggshell) and envelopes embryo, amnion, and
yolk in the egg. Amnion, another extraembryonic membrane locates ventrally (see blue in
Fig. 4.1 A). However in Drosophila, a highly derived insect, the serosa tissue has been highly
restricted and evolved as a dorsal epithelium called amionserosa (see the dot line with both
blue and red colors in Fig. 4.1 B). How the two extraembryonic epithelia evolved into one
is unclear.
In chapter 3 of this thesis, it is shown that in Tc-pan RNAi mutant progeny, serosa
tissue was divided by dorsally extended head lobes into distinct anterior and dorsal serosa
domains (see Fig. 4.2 A). In most severe mutant progeny there was even only anterior
serosa domain left, indicating differen sensitivities of the serosa domains to modulated Wnt
signal. Taken together, these data implicates independent mechanisms underlying anterior
and dorsal serosa domains in Tribolium (see Fig. 4.2 B). Throughout the evolution, the
mechanism regulating anterior serosa domain might be lost in Drosophila so that serosa
was highly restricted into dorsal region (see Fig. 4.2 C) with a possibly modified dorsal
serosa mechanism maintained. To which extent the dorsal serosa mechanism was modified
in Drosophila is not clear, though some conservations do exist. For example, zen is required
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for serosa formation in Tribolium as well as amnionserosa formation in Drosophila. Zen
expressions inhibit cell division in the prespective amnionserosa region in Drosophila as
well as the presepctive serosa region in Tribolium. It was reported that in Drosophila, Zen
represses cell division by repressing the transcription of a cell division component named
String [111, 112]. For future work, It would be interesting to test whether in Tribolium,
Tc-zen also inhibits the 13th asynchronous cell division in the prespective serosa tissue by
repressing transcription of any cell division components such as Tc-string or Tc-cyclin D.
Figure 4.2: Comparison of serosa domains among Tribolium and Drosophila. Orange
dotted pattern marks anterior serosa, blue dotted pattern marks either dorsal serosa in Tri-
bolium or amnionserosa in Drosophila. (A) Tribolium wildtype. (B) Tribolium mutant after
Tc-pan RNAi. (C) Drosophila wildtype. Abbreviation used: A - anterior serosa domain; D
- dorsal serosa domain.
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Appendix A
RNAi survey for the contribution of
cell movement and cell division in
Tribolium segmentation
A.1 Introduction
Segmentation in biology refers to the division of body plans into a series of repetitive
segments. It has been observed in three animal phyla: vertebrates, annelids and arthro-
pods. Different mechanisms have been described to explain the segmentation process in
vertebrates and arthropods. The clock and wavefront mechanism regulating segmentation
in vertebrates [114–117] and the genetic hierarchy underlying segmentation in the model
arthropod Drosophila [113] seemingly imply independent origins. However, comparative
studies in other arthropods provide increasing molecular evidence for a common ancestry
[68, 118–120]. In Drosophila, segments are formed simultaneously [34, 92]. In most other in-
sects, including the red flour beetle Tribolium castaneum, other arthropods and vertebrates,
segments are patterned sequentially in the posterior region of the embryo [34, 92].
As shown in Fig. A.1, the sequential segmented body plan contains three fundamental
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processes — cell movement (named convergent extension in vertebrates), cell division and
segmentation, all of which are required for metamerization in vertebrates [121].
During the whole process of embryogenesis in Tribolium, nuclei or cell movements should
be involved. In the early cell proliferation stage, the nuclei divide and stay in the center of the
egg. Later, most of the nuclei move towards the egg surface to form one single sheet which
then undergoes cellularization indicating the blastoderm stage. Cell condensation towards
ventral side marks the germband stage. The germband elongates during the segmentation
and retracts once all segments are formed. Convergent extension is a specifically orchestrated
series of cell shape changes and movements that contribute to germband elongation. The
PCP and JNK (downstream of PCP) pathways are required for convergent extension in
vertebrates, but not in Drosophila. To determine whether cell movement contributes to
Tribolium germband elongation, I analyzed genes from the PCP and JNK pathways.
Additionally, to uncover how cell division is contributed to Tribolium segmentation, I
also studied two genes, cyclin D and string, both of which are essential factors for cell cycle
in almost all cells.
Figure A.1: The sequential segmented body plan contains three fundamental processes.
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A.1.1 The PCP and JNK pathways
In tissues, cells show coordinated properties. For example in epithelia, cells are uniformly
polarized along the apicalbasal axis. However, in addition to apicalbasal polarity, cells in
most tissues also require positional information in the plane of the cell field to generate
polarized structures or to move or orient themselves in a directed fashion. This type of
polarization of a field of cells is referred to as Planar Cell Polarity (PCP).
Figure A.2: Evolutionarily conserved Planar Cell Polarity (PCP) signaling pathway con-
trols various development events in invertebrates and vertebrates. (A) The D. melanogaster
PCP pathway modulates cell polarity in the plane of epithelia. Convergence extension could
be performed during gastrulation by distinct cellular activities: (B) In X. laevis mesoderm
via mediolateral intercalation; (C) In X. laevis neuroectoderm via dorsally directed interca-
lation; and (D) In zebrafish lateral mesoderm via combined anterior and dorsally directed
migration. This figure is adapted from Ref. [122].
PCP was firstly recognized in Drosophila melanogaster [123–125]. Mutations of PCP
genes caused disorganization of cuticular structures and the compound eye. Cellular hairs,
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for example, showed swirls and wavy patterns instead of the characteristic proximaldistal
orientation on the wing blade and show similar abnormalities on the body wall. In the
compound eye, each ommatidium is precisely oriented in a nearly crystalline lattice. More-
over, each ommatidium exhibits one of two possible chiralities, as defined by the asymmetric
packing of the eight photoreceptors. In the wildtype eye, ommatidia of differing chirality
are segregated into two mirror image zones by a transverse equator. In PCP mutants, the
ommatidia were variably oriented and the spatial segregation of ommatidial chirality was
lost, with the result that individual ommatidia of the wrong chirality were found in each
zone.
Based on these phenotypes, through genetic screen, Drosophila researchers discovered
genes that are required for PCP and uncovered the evolutionarily conserved pathway -
The Planar Cell Polarity (PCP) pathway. PCP pathway is one of the two noncanonical
Wnt pathways that does not involve β-catenin (see Fig. A.4). It is not a simple, linear
pathway and is best appreciated in a spatial context. Molecular interactions between the
PCP core factors have been uncovered [126–135]. Cellular localization of PCP complexes
is shown from an apical viewpoint in Fig. A.3. Two complexes, strabismus-prickle (STBM-
PK) and frizzled-dishevelled-diego (FZ-DSH-DGO) with repressive effects on each other,
are located on opposite sides of the cell. Though there is no biochemical data to confirm
any physical interactions, genetic evidence puts flamingo (FMI) in both complexes. The
asymmetric location of the FZ-DSH-DGO complex asymmetrically activates the downstream
signaling pathway (Fig. A.4) and the subsequent changes in cytosekletal dynamics leading
to development of correct planar polarity.
As shown in Fig. A.2 , the PCP pathway is conserved throughout evolution, but it
mediates distinct developmental processes [136–141]. In zebrafish and Xenopus embryos,
axis elongation involves cell intercalation and oriented cell divisions, and both processes are
under the control of the PCP pathway. Indeed, no elongation took place in embryos in
which the PCP pathway was disrupted [136, 141–148]. However, in Drosophila, mutations
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Figure A.3: Cellular localization of the es-
sential PCP components.
in frizzled or disheveled, two genes involved in the classical PCP pathway, had no noticeable
effects on extension [149, 150].
The JNK pathway functions downstream of the PCP pathway (see Fig. A.4) to regulate
convergent extension movements in vertebrates [123]. Study in Drosophila shows that JNK
pathway regulates embryonic dorsal closure [151], which is reminiscent of the JNK function
in mammalian eyelid fusion during embryonic development [152].
Since Tribolium makes segments sequentially, as in vertebrates, I hypothesized that the
PCP and JNK pathways would also be required for Tribolium germband elongation, though
neither of these pathways appears to be required during germband extension in Drosophila.
As part of this study, I cloned homologs of some essential components in the PCP and
JNK pathways and surveyed their contributions in Tribolium embryogenesis with RNA
interference technique.
A.1.2 Cyclin D and String
Cyclin D and String, both are essential factors for cell cycle in almost all cells. Cyclin D, also
called G1-cyclin, initiates the transition from G1 phase to S phase. While, String helps cells
go through the transition from G2 phase to M phase by positively regulating Cdk1/cdc2
complex.
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Figure A.4: The JNK pathway is downstream part of the PCP pathway.
Cyclin D, forming complex with Cdk4, has been shown to be the downstream part
of JAK-STAT pathway in Drosophila [153]. Disruption of the function of Cyclin D-Cdk4
complex by the Cdk4 null mutant caused various developmental problems including deletion
of the fifth abdominal segment and the posterior mid-ventral portion of the second thoracic
and eighth abdominal denticle bands, fusion of the sixth and seventh band, and head defects
[153].
In Drosophila, String is required for mitosis early in development and is transcribed in a
dynamic pattern that anticipates the pattern of embryonic cell divisions [154]. It was shown
that differential cell cycle regulation during postblastoderm development (cell cycles 14-16)
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occurs in G2, which was controlled by String. String mutant got various problems including
failure to involute the head region, head structure, few thoracic or abdominal denticles and
only rudimentary tail structures.
Since cell proliferation is required in vertebrates, the pylum that also perform sequential
segmentation as in Tribolium, I hypothesized that cell division is involved in Tribolium
segmentation. So I expected that Tc-cyclin D RNAi and string RNAi should both cause
truncation phenotype.
A.2 Materials and Methods
A.2.1 Strain and maintenance
The Tribolium castaneum GA1 strain, used for gene expression and functional analyses, was
reared at 30 ◦C in whole wheat flour supplemented with 5% dried yeast at 30 ◦C.
A.2.2 Gene cloning
Using same methods as described in the subsection 2.2.2, I cloned Tc-dachsous, Tc-fat
and Tc-four-jointed, from the PCP pathway; Tc-basket and Tc-hemipterous from the JNK
pathway; Tc-cyclin D from cell division components. emphTc-string was cloned previously
and I directly used dsRNA template for Tc-string dsRNA production from Brown Lab stock.
A.2.3 Primer sequences












Tc-cyclin D forward: AGACCCCAACATCTTCAACGA
Tc-cyclin D reverse: ACAAACTGCTTTCGCCGC
A.2.4 RNA interference (RNAi)
T7-tagged TOPO primer sequence [54] was used to amplify templates for dsRNA produc-
tion. dsRNA was synthesized with the T7 megascript kit (Ambion) and purified with the
Megaclear kit (Ambion). dsRNA was mixed with injection buffer (5 mM KCl, 0.1 mM
KPO4, pH 6.8) before injection.Female adults were injected with different concentrations of
double-stranded RNA. For Tc-dachsous, concentrations between 0.01 µg/µL and 2 µg/µL
were used; for Tc-flamingo, concentrations between 2 µg/µL and 6 µg/µL were used; for
Tc-fat, the concentration of 2 µg/µL was used; for Tc-four-jointed, concentrations between
2 µg/µL and 12 µg/µL were used; for Tc-basket, concentrations between 2 µg/µL and 8
µg/µL were tested; for Tc-hemipterous, concentrations between 2 µg/µL and 12 µg/µL
were used; For Tc-cyclin D, 2.0 µg/µL, 4.0 µg/µL and 6.0 µg/µL were used. For Tc-string,
1.0 µg/µL,3.0 µg/µL, 6.0 µg/µL and 8.0 µg/µL were used.
A.3 Results
A.3.1 RNAi survey for the PCP pathway
RNAi phenotypes are summaried in table A.1.
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Table A.1: RNAi results for the PCP and JNK pathways. For the last column “Adult
lethal”, “YES” means the injected female adults died within one or two month after injection
(Lifespan of wildtype should be more than two years); “-” means RNAi had no effects on
longevity. The possibility that the injection treatment itself might cause adult lethality was
excluded by negative control that were injected with buffer only.
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Tc-dachsous has an early function before embryonic condensation
After RNAi, most progeny were empty eggs containing no cuticle, indicating early defects
prior to cuticle deposition. A few eggs contained cuticles, and those cuticles showed defects
in dorsal closure, hair orientation and appendage formation. In addition, very few were
posteriorly truncated.
Most RNAi embryos stopped development before embryonic condensation suggesting an
early function for Tc-dachsous. All injected female adults died within two months post-
injection suggesting Tc-dachsous affects lifespan.
Since even lower concentrations (0.001 µg/µL) of Tc-dachsous dsRNA in parental RNAi
also resulted in a high percentage of progeny that died prior to embryonic condensation,
it may be necessary to inject embryos at late blastoderm stages to determine whether Tc-
dachsous functions during germband elongation in Tribolium.
Tc-fat also functions prior to embryonic condensation
In cuticle preps, most eggs were empty, while some failed to hatch and some showed cuticle
phenotypes with various problems including posterior truncation, smooth non-segmented
ventral surfaces, fewer hairs and bristles, defects in hair orientation, dorsal closure and
appendage formation. The posterior truncation indicates Tc-fat could possibly be required
for Tribolium segmentation. DAPI staining for older progeny (24-48h embryos) as shown
here suggest that most of the embryos died before germ band stage, which gave rise to the
empty eggs containing no cuticle.
Tc-flamingo seems not essential for segmentation with the low penetrance of
posterior truncation
Most progeny were survived until early larva stage suggesting the issue of gene redundancy.
For the remaining progeny, the cuticle preps showed various problems including posterior
truncation (1.5%), defects in hair orientation (5.5%), dorsal closure/ventral smooth (4%)
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and appendage formation (2%). Together with DAPI staining, the cuticle preps explain that
about 11% of the progeny died at early stage before blastoderm, indicating Tc-flamingo is
required for early development before segmentation.
No matter what high concentration (as high as 12 µg/µL) was used, most progeny
were survived until early larva stage. The possible issue of functional redundancy makes
Tc-flamingo not a good candidate gene.
Tc-four-jointed RNAi resulted in wildtype
After RNAi, no non-wildtype phenotype was observed in the progeny, suggesting this gene
has no essential function for embryogenesis or redundant components possibly exist.
A.3.2 RNAi survey for the JNK pathway
Tc-basket RNAi produced posterior truncation
Although Tc-basket RNAi resulted in various phenotypes, with the concentration of 8 µg/µL,
we observed as high as 9.9% posterior truncation (Fig. A.5). This suggests that Tc-basket
might be involved in Tribolium segmentation process.
Tc-hemipterous RNAi produced similar effects as Tc-basket RNAi
Most progeny had hatch defect though segmentation was fine. The remaining eggs obtained
various problems including posterior truncation and defects in dorsal closure and appendage
formation. Compared with Tc-basket RNAi, phenotypes of Tc-hemipterous were relatively
mild. This could be probably caused by gene redundancy.
A.3.3 RNAi survey for cell division genes
Tc-cyclin D RNAi resulted in three apparent phenotypes: head defect(45.4%), abdomen
truncation(26%) and thoracic defect(18.8%) (Fig. A.8 B-F). Tc-string RNAi produced
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Figure A.5: Quantitation data for the phenotypes after Tc-basket RNAi. There different
concentrations of Tc-basket dsRNA were used: 2µg/µL, 8 µg/µL and 12 µg/µL. Y-axis is
the percentage of specific phenotype, X-axis shows various phenotypes.
same effects as Tc-cyclin D RNAi (Fig. A.8 G-K). Stainings with the segment marker,
Tc-Engrailed, were consistent with the phenotypes in cuticle preparation (Fig. A.9). Data
above suggest Tc-cyclin D and Tc-string might be required for correct cell division and the
proliferation is most likely required for Tribolium segmentation.
A.4 Discussion
The diversity of phenotypes after RNAi for components from both PCP and JNK pathways
suggest the numerous functions these pathways have during Tribolium embryogenesis. To
specificly test their contributions in Tribolium segmentation, embryonic injection at blas-
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Figure A.6: Comparison of wildtype and RNAi (the PCP componenets) cuticles. Cuticles
are oriented with anterior to the left. (A-B) Wildtype, lateral view and dorsal view respec-
tively. From anterior to posterior there are head, thorax with three pairs of legs and eight
abdominal segments. (C) Tc-dachsous RNAi cuticle, dorsal view. Abdominal segments were
truncated and dorsal was smooth without segmental grooves (see red star). (D-E) Tc-fat
RNAi cuticles at venral views. (D) Abdominal segments were truncated. (E) Abdominal
truncation and smooth ventral without segmental grooves (see red star). (F-G) Tc-flamingo
RNAi cuticles. (F) Lateral view. Abdominal truncation. (G) Dorsal view. Defects in
hair orientation (compare with wildtype in B). (H-J) Tc-fat RNAi cuticles. (H) Ventral
view. Lack of abdominal segments. (I) Dorsal view. Posterior truncation and defect in
dorsal closure (the red arrow points to the opened dorsal that failed in closure process). (J)
Lateral view. Defect in appendage formation, including those in head and thorax. (K) Tc-
hemipterous RNAi cuticle at dorsal view. Abdominal truncation and smooth dorsal without
segmental grooves.
toderm stage would be one option for future work. Two tables as following (table A.2 for
the PCP pathway and table A.3 for the JNK pathway), by comparing with the cases in
vertebrates and Drosophila, provide the possible functions that PCP and JNK pathways
might contribute to Tribolium.
RNAi in cell division components produced truncated progeny, most likely, supporting
the hypothesis that cell division is required for germband elongation. Though alternative
explanation could be that defects in cell division during early blastoderm stage might affect
later development including germband elongation, which make it hard to clarify the contri-
bution of cell division in segmentation process. In this case, embryonic injection at early
blastoderm stage would be the nice candidate as future work.
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Table A.2: Comparison of PCP
functions among Drosophila, Tri-
bolium and vertebrates.
Table A.3: Comparison of JNK functions among Drosophila, Tribolium and vertebrates.
(solid line denotets conserved phenotype among different organism; dot line denotes that
there might be similar mechanism between phenotypes in different organisms.)
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Figure A.7: RNAi for either Tc-dachsous, Tc-fat or Tc-flamingo produced early defects
before embryonic condensation. Nuclei in each embryo were stained with DAPI. Embryos
are oriented laterally with anteior to the left, if known. (A-D) Different stages throughtout
the age of 0-24 hours in wildtype. (A) Early blastoderm stage. All nuclei are uniformly
located on the surface of the egg. (B) Early gastrulation stage. Germ rudiment cells are
condensed in the ventral side with pit formed in the posteiror pole. (C) Early germ band
elongation stage with anterior abdominal segments sequentially added from the growth zone.
(D) Late germ band elongation stage with posterior abdominal segments added sequentially
from the growth zone. (E-H) Collected RNAi progeny were incubated for another 24 hours
before cuticle preparation, so that they were at least as old as 24 hours. However, instead of
being similar to the 24 hours old wildtype embryo in (D), RNAi progeny stopped development
at early stage before embryonic condensation. (E-F) Tc-dachsous RNAi progeny. (G) Tc-fat
RNAi progeny. (H) Tc-flamingo RNAi progeny.
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Figure A.8: (Caption next page.)
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Figure A.8: (Previous page.) Comparison of wildtype and RNAi (cell division genes)
cuticles. Images in E, F, J, K are ventral view with anterior to the left. The rest images are
lateral view with anterior to the left. (A) Wildtype cuticle. From anterior to posterior there
are head, thorax with three pairs of legs and eight abdominal segments. (B-F) Tc-cyclin D
RNAi cuticles. (B) Abdomen was inversed, though segmentation was fine. (C) The whole
embryo was inversed (see the black arrow head pointing to the exposed gut). (D) Abdominal
truncation and dorsal open. (E) Head was tiny with incomplete head appendages. Thorax
was asymmetrically formed, with three thorax segments containing three legs formed in the
bottom side and only one thorax segment (see the red arrow head) with two bifurated legs
(see the red arrow) formed in the top side. Abdomen was also truncated. (F) Cuticle with
reduced head lacking appendages and asymmetric segmentation in both thorax and abdomen.
(G-K) Tc-string RNAi cuticles. (G) Abdominal part was inversed. (H) Inversed embryo
(see the black arrow head pointing to the exposed gut). (I) Truncation in abdomen and
defect in dorsal closure. (J) Head was tiny with incomplete head appendages. Thorax was
asymmetrically formed, with three thorax segments containg three legs formed in the top
side and no thorax segment in the other. Abdomen was also truncated. (K) Cuticle with
reduced head in lack of head appendages and asymmetric segmentation in both thorax and
abdomen.The red star marks labrum, and the black arrow points to the pit of the embryo.
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Figure A.9: (Caption next page.)
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Figure A.9: (Previous page.) Tc-Engrailed staining in RNAi (the cell division genes) em-
bryos confirmed the late phenotypes in cuticle preparation. (A) Wildtype with each segment
stained with one stripe of Tc-engrailed. (B-E) Tc-cyclin D RNAi embryos. (B) Anterior
part was tightly sticked with the eggshell and hard to be dissected. The whole embryo looked
very skinny and twisted. (C) Posterior abdomen segments were truncated. (D) Segments
between Md and T2 clumped to the one side and posterior segements were lost, consistent
with the late phenotypes in Fig. A.8 E. (E) On one side (top) of the embryo there were intact
thorax segments and partial abdomen segements, while on the other side (bottom) there was
no segment formed. This is consistent with the late phenotype in Fig. A.8 F. (F-H) Tc-
string RNAi embryos. (F) Skinny and twisted embryo with messy stainings. (G) Posterior
segments were lost. Messy stainings in the middle part of the embryo implicating a possi-
ble assymetrical throax formation as described in Fig. A.8 K. (H) Posterior segments were
lost. Abbreviation used: Oc: ocular segment; Ant, antenna; Md, mandible; Mx, maxilla; Lb,
labium; T1-T3, thoracic segments; A1-A9, abdominal segments.
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